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Elliot London, Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Emanuele Virgillito , Student Member, IEEE,
Giacomo Borraccini , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Antonio Napoli ,
and Vittorio Curri , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We investigate quality of transmission (QoT) estimation in a multi-band transmission scenario, including a wideband
description of the frequency-dependent physical layer parameters
and a disaggregated QoT estimation approach.In particular, we use
experimentally-derived erbium- and thulium-doped fiber amplifier
operational data, and simulate the generation of the nonlinear
interference (NLI) noise by comparing implementations of the
split-step Fourier method, the generalized Gaussian noise (GGN)
model implemented in the open-source GNPy library, and an efficient approximation that provides accurate results in a limited
computational time. The latter semi-analytical solution is obtained
by approaching the Manakov equation from a disaggregated standpoint, including the power transfer induced by stimulated Raman
scattering, along with the frequency-dependent evolution of the
fiber parameters of loss, dispersion and the nonlinearity coefficient.
We validate the proposed approximation within a C+L+S 400 G
transmission scenario and investigate 21 channels under test that
are equally spaced along the three bands.
Index Terms—Optical communications, multi-band transmission, nonlinear interference, Raman scattering, quality of transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION
PTICAL network traffic continues to accelerate due to
innovations and growth in end-user applications such as
media streaming, cloud services, and the upcoming wide deployment of 5 G networking. As a result, network operators wish
to increase network capacities in a financially sustainable and
cost-efficient manner, preferably by maximally exploiting
already-installed hardware. To achieve this goal, softwaredefined networking (SDN) implementations have been formulated, which provide optical infrastructures with a greater degree
of flexibility, exploiting capacity dynamically and efficiently,
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and permitting high levels of automation in network functions
such as path computation and failure recovery. Simultaneously,
the concept of open and disaggregated networking is gaining momentum, enabling operators to go beyond single-vendor frameworks and branch out into multi-vendor implementations; here,
open and standardized protocols and data structures are utilized,
permitting disaggregation of the optical line systems (OLSs)
within the network. This framework greatly simplifies the network upgrade process, but shifts the burden of control-plane
software development and maintenance to network operators,
making simplification of propagation impairments and physical
layer modelling a priority.
Increasing capacity with minimal capital expenditure
(CAPEX) corresponds to maximizing the usage of alreadydeployed fiber, as new fiber deployment is typically a
prohibitively expensive procedure [1]. The majority of contemporary optical networks operate within the C-band, where fiber
losses are minimal, and hardware technology is mature and
highly standardized. One of the most promising technologies
that has been proposed to increase network capacity is multiband/wideband transmission. Wideband transmission exploits
frequencies in spectral regions beyond the C-band, presenting
a potential solution to these mounting capacity demands, and
has been shown to enable substantial capacity increases [2]–[4]
without new fiber deployment and minimal CAPEX requirements. The first logical steps towards multi-band upgrades have
already been taken with the realization of C+L-band implementations, which may more than double available network capacity
when compared to single C-band architectures [5], [6]. Further
steps include transmission within the S-band and beyond, with
C+L+S-band systems potentially having a spectral occupancy of
more than 15 THz. Unfortunately, bandwidth extensions such
as these are restricted by amplifier technology and modeling
capabilities, which both require further maturity within these
spectral regions.
Concerning modelling, the development of simplified propagation impairment models which can be integrated into quality
of transmission (QoT) tools for network planning and path
computation represents a research priority. To achieve this, the
two main noise sources, i.e. the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise and nonlinear interference (NLI) noise must be
considered separately. In an open and disaggregated networking
scenario, a propagation model must firstly provide conservative
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QoT estimations, in order to guarantee lightpath feasibility.
For the same reason, QoT estimations must be modulation
format agnostic and provide worst-case estimations, as precise
knowledge of co-propagating channels may not be possible in
disaggregated and multi-vendor/multi-service networking [7].
Moreover, this model must reflect a spectrally and spatially
disaggregated approach, in order to enable real-time operation
and reduce computational complexity. Spectral disaggregation
allows a separate evaluation of the impairments that are generated by interfering channels, whereas spatial disaggregation
permits a QoT estimation that is independent of the propagation
history of the interfering channels and the channel under test
(CUT), which may be unknown.
Creating a comprehensive and accurate physical layer model
in a wideband scenario is complicated by the appearance
of significant QoT impairments when bandwidths larger than
the C-band are considered. Firstly, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) effects produce an energy transfer from higher to
lower frequencies, which is significant in wideband scenarios.
Secondly, the physical parameters of the fiber, such as the
loss coefficient and chromatic dispersion, have a dependence
upon frequency that must not be overlooked. Last but not
least, different spectral bands are amplified by inline amplifiers (ILAs) that depend upon different rare-earth technologies,
delivering different performances in parameters such as gain,
noise figure (NF), and ripple, along with introducing a nonnegligible frequency dependence into the ASE noise spectral
distribution, complicating the optimization of the channel input
powers.
In particular, power transfer induced by the SRS is a nonlinear
process, causing a tilt of the transmitted spectrum during propagation that consequently affects the power-dependent, Kerr
effect-induced NLI noise generation. Approaches where the
SRS efficiency function is approximated for the spectrum under
investigation have been performed, permitting use of closedform expressions for NLI modelling and providing a fast and
highly accurate model for single-band scenarios [8], [9]. This
simplification is no longer applicable when the transmission
bandwidth exceeds the peak of the SRS spectral efficiency,
which is when the CUT and the interfering channel are separated
by approximately 13 THz or more. This spectral occupancy
corresponds to the commercially available C+L systems which
partially extend into the S-band and beyond, meaning that an
alternative approach is required to ensure that a sufficient level
of accuracy is achieved. In this context, the generalized Gaussian
noise (GGN) model [10] is a valuable mathematical tool, as it
is able to include the exact shape of the SRS function and the
frequency dependence of the fiber loss coefficient, allowing an
accurate wideband QoT estimation.
Within this paper we focus on wideband transmission modelling, considering both the ASE and the NLI noises. Other
significant linear impairments, such as filtering penalties, are out
of the scope of this work and are not considered. We explicitly
derive a disaggregated redefinition of the GGN model, where the
spectral content (channels) and fiber spans may be separated and
considered individually in the NLI evaluation. Considering the
frequency-dependent evolution of the fiber loss, α, non-linear
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coefficient, γ and chromatic dispersion, β, along with a numerical solution to the SRS profile, we propose a semi-analytical
estimation of the NLI noise that provides accurate results in a
limited computational time. The model predictions are validated
with use of a simulation campaign based on the split-step Fourier
method (SSFM), and compared with estimations obtained with
the GGN solution implemented in the open-source GNPy library [11]. For transmission, in this work we consider three
5 THz wide spectral regions that correspond to the C-band,
the L-band, and a portion of the S-band, which is denoted by
S1 -band [12], defining a C+L+S1 400 G scenario over a periodic
OLS composed of 10 amplified fiber spans.
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: in Section II
we describe the multi-band system abstraction and the broader
disaggregated architecture which this work may be considered under. In Section III we explain in detail the frequencydependent physical layer parameters that are required for an
adequate wideband QoT estimation and highlight any assumptions which have been made. In Section IV we provide the
framework for our GGN-based, spectrally disaggregated wideband semi-analytical model. In Section V we provide details
of the SSFM implementation that supports the aforementioned
frequency dependent quantities and report the details of the
simulation campaign performed. In Section VI we present the
results of the comparison between the proposed model and the
SSFM and GNPy simulations. Final comments on this study are
included in Section VII.
II. MULTI-BAND AND DISAGGREGATED OPTICAL
NETWORKING
A partially disaggregated optical network architecture is
characterized by open and disaggregated re-configurable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs) that are present at
OLS ingress/egress nodes [13]. This permits wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) signals to be routed through these
ROADM-to-ROADM OLSs independently [14], [15]. In this
framework, optical network controllers (ONCs) are able to
observe the lightpaths (LPs) that are transmitted through these
OLSs and control decisions such as wavelength assignment and
new LP deployment, potentially aided by an SDN implementation. Moving down to the physical layer, each OLS within
this network architecture is controlled by an optical line controller (OLC), which is responsible for determining the working
point of each amplifier. We investigate an OLS in this framework
that permits multi-band (C+L+S1 ) transmission, with each band
amplified by distinct and independent amplifiers, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.
To be able to assign LPs, the ONC requires a QoT estimation
from the OLC, which is commonly given through the generalized
signal-to-noise ratio (GSNR), expressed for each LP. The GSNR
has two contributors: the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR),
which includes all linear contributions to the QoT degradation,
including the ASE noise, and the nonlinear signal-to-noise
ratio, SNRNL , which includes the nonlinear impairment that is
generated during fiber propagation. By considering each LP as
an additive and white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the
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Fig. 1. The multi-band optical network architecture considered within this
work. We consider an independent OLS consisting of a series of fiber spans,
each followed by amplifiers providing amplification for each band, controlled
by an OLC. QoT is estimated using a GNPy-based model implementation.

GSNRs for a given wavelength, λ, of each independent OLS,
n, crossed by the LP can then be combined to give a total
GSNR [16], [17], expressed as the inverse sum of the OSNR
and SNRNL contributors:
−1

−1
GSNRλ,n = OSNR−1
.
(1)
λ,n + SNRNL;λ,n
After quantifying the LP QoTs using (1) it then becomes
possible for the ONC to perform wavelength assignment once
this information is supplied by the OLCs. In general, the working
points of the amplifiers within each OLS are set by the OLCs
responsible for their operation, which is managed such that the
GSNR is optimal for each individual OLS [18]. In a multi-band
scenario, multiple amplifiers are required for each band, each
being managed separately by the amplifier controller within the
OLCs, as depicted in Fig. 1. In particular, not only is maximal spectral efficiency required, but also a sufficiently uniform
GSNR spectral distribution in each band under consideration.
Consequently, as an optimization criterion, we select the power
profile that simultaneously delivers the highest average per-band
GSNR value and is sufficiently flat within the transmitted spectrum [19], [20]. This approach has the added benefit of maximizing the flexibility of LP assignment, simplifying management
by the ONC at the expense of a limited reduction in spectral
efficiency. Moreover, the adopted optimization procedure does
not require any additional equipment, as the obtained optimal
input power can be implemented by varying the booster amplifier gains (or output power) and tilt values. On the other
hand, per-channel GSNR maximum optimizations have been
presented in literature [21], however shaping the launch power
on a per-channel basis is not always possible, as wavelength
selective switches (WSSs) that are able to perform this may not
be available at all amplification sites.
III. WIDEBAND PHYSICAL LAYER PARAMETERS
When implementing a wideband model it is important to
ensure that the phenomenon of optical propagation is reproduced accurately and reliably, which strongly depends upon
the description of the physical layer parameters. To ensure that
the approach we take resembles a realistic use-case scenario,
we approach the modelling of fiber and amplifier properties
in two ways; by jointly utilizing experimental data retrieved
by in-field measurements, and the use of theoretical models
that are enhanced by commercial data-sheet information. By
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convention, the full S-band is much broader than the denoted S1 band [22], however in future realistic S-band implementations
it is anticipated that a similar subdivision of this spectral region
will be performed, as amplifier output power limitations prevent
a single amplifier being used for the entire band. Within the
following subsections we describe the essential physical layer
parameters which must be considered to achieve an accurate
wideband physical layer model. For further in-depth analysis of
these parameters we refer the readers to [23].
A. Loss Coefficient Function
The fiber loss coefficient, α, takes into account the power
loss when an optical signal propagates through a fiber. The fiber
attenuation depends on the propagating signal wavelength [24],
which is a result of the fiber composition and manufacturing
process. From a phenomenological point of view, the contributions involved in the wavelength range between 1.2 to 1.7 μm are
the Rayleigh scattering, the violent and infra-red absorption, the
OH-ion absorption peaks at approximately 1.25 and 1.39 μm,
and the absorption due to phosphorous within the fiber core.
An effective parametric model of the loss coefficient function
with respect to each phenomenological factor has been provided
by [25]. With all terms in logarithmic units (dB/km), the loss
coefficient profile can be expressed with respect to the optical
signal wavelength, λ, as:
α(λ)  αS (λ) + αUV (λ) + αIR (λ)
+α13 (λ) + α12 (λ) + αPOH (λ) ,

(2)

where:
αS (λ) = Aλ−4 + B ,
αUV (λ) = KUV eCUV /λ ,
αIR (λ) = KIR e−CIR /λ ,


3
2
−(λ−λi )2
a)
1 
Aa −(λ−λ
2
2σ 2
2σa
i
e
+
Ai e
α13 (λ) = A1
,
A1
A1 i=1


5
−(λ−λi )2
1 
2σ 2
i
α12 (λ) = A1
Ai e
,
A1 i=4
αPOH (λ) = APOH e

−(λ−λPOH )2
2σ 2
POH

,

which represent the Rayleigh scattering, ultraviolet, infrared,
OH− and (P)OH peak absorption contributions, respectively.
Focusing on a wideband scenario, the general model can be
simplified by considering the relevant factors in the C-, L-,
and S-bands, allowing the contributions due to the OH-ion
absorption peaks at 1.25 μm and phosphorous to be neglected.
Furthermore, ultraviolet absorption presents constant broadband
behaviour within the band of interest. With these considerations
a generic loss coefficient function may be created, considering
the impact of each phenomenological contribution through the
definition of four parameters; A, B, KIR and A1 .
In this work, we use a loss coefficient function that has
been retrieved from experimental measurements upon a standard
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Fig. 2. The loss coefficients, α, of the fiber used within this work as a function
of frequency, along with the spectral regions representing the C-, L- and S1 bands, and the 0.5 THz guard bands between them.

Fig. 3. The chromatic dispersion, β2 and D parameter, of the fiber considered
within this work, as a function of frequency, along with the spectral regions
representing the C-, L- and S1 -bands, and the 0.5 THz guard bands between
them.

single-mode fiber (SSMF). The full profile over the C+L+S1
spectral region considered within this work is depicted in Fig. 2.
By using this parametric model it is possible to separate the
different contributions of each absorption phenomenon from
a measured attenuation profile; we remark that this procedure
has previously been performed within C-band experimental
campaigns [26], [27]. Using this approach, we apply a fitting procedure to the measured loss coefficient function, using A = 0.94 dB · μm4 / km, B = 7.03 · 10−5 dB / km, KIR =
5.10 · 1011 dB / km, A1 = 3.18 · 10−14 , with other parameters
left unchanged with respect to [25]. Furthermore, the latest
generation of deployed fiber does not feature OH absorption
peaks [28]; as shown in the Fig. 2, this is taken into account by
our parametric model and hence we consider zero contributions
due to OH absorption.

relation:
β2 (λ) = −



S0
λ4
D(λ) ≈
λ − 03 ,
4
λ

(3)

where S0 is the zero dispersion slope and λ0 is the zero dispersion wavelength. D is related to β2 according to the following

(4)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. In this study, we
use the dispersion parameter profile of a SSMF fiber measured
within the spectral region corresponding to the C+L+S1 bands.
We set S0 = 0.089 ps / nm2 / km and λ0 = 1314 nm, which
are values within the common tolerance ranges of commercial
SSMF. A graphical representation of D and the related β2
parameters is reported in Fig. 3.
C. Nonlinear Coefficient
The fiber nonlinear contribution is mathematically weighted
within the pulse propagation equation by the nonlinear coefficient, γ. Formally, it is defined in terms of optical power as:

B. Chromatic Dispersion
Chromatic dispersion is the dependence of the refractive
index of the medium upon the propagating optical frequency;
in optical communications systems this property determines the
broadening of an optical pulse propagating through the fiber,
due to the different speeds of each spectral component. This
phenomenon is modelled by the Taylor series expansion of
the mode-propagation constant, β, with respect to the central
frequency of the pulse. Using this approach, β2 is defined as
the second derivative of β with respect to the optical frequency
computed in the pulse central frequency, and is the parameter
that describes the pulse broadening. From an application point
of view, optical fiber producers report the dispersion parameter,
D, as a function of the optical pulse wavelength within fiber
data sheets. Considering SSMF fiber (e. g. CorningSMF-28e), a
common expression of this parameter is:

λ2
D,
2πc

γ(λ) =

2π n2
,
λ Aef f

(5)

where n2 is the nonlinear Kerr parameter and Aef f is the
effective mode area. When the mode profile of the pulse is
well approximated by a Gaussian function, the effective area
can be evaluated as Aef f = π w2 , where w is the mode radius,
which depends upon the central pulse wavelength and the fiber
geometry.
√ Specifically, the mode radius can be expressed as
w = a / ln V , where a is the fiber core radius and the parameter
V is the normalized frequency. This may be written in case
of a small relative index step at the core-cladding interface,
Δ ≈ (n1 − nc ) / n1 , as:
V (λ) =

√
2π
a n1 2Δ ,
λ

(6)

where n1 is the core refractive index and nc is the cladding
refractive index.
In this work, we use a nonlinear coefficient profile and effective area curve that depends upon frequency, as shown in Fig. 4,
fixing the basic manufacturing fiber parameters to common
SSMF values of a = 4.2 μm and n2 = 2.6 · 10−20 m2 / W .
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Fig. 4. The effective area, Aef f , and nonlinear coefficient, γ, of the fiber
considered within this work as a function of frequency, along with the spectral
regions representing the C-, L- and S1 -bands, and the 0.5 THz guard bands
between them.

Considering a step index fiber, the refractive indexes are computed assuming a cladding refractive index of 1.45 and a refractive index difference with respect to the core of 0.31%.

D. Raman Gain Coefficient
A significant broadband nonlinear phenomenon that takes
place in WDM comb optical fiber propagation is the SRS [29].
The SRS involves the interaction between the propagating electromagnetic field and the dielectric medium of the fiber. In
optical fiber communications, the SRS due to propagation of
a WDM comb is also known as the Raman cross-talk, as the
interaction in this case is only due to the different channels
within the spectrum. The fundamental parameter that describes
the regulation of the power transfer between channels during
fiber propagation is the Raman gain coefficient, gR , quantifying
the coupling between a specific pair of channels with a frequency
shift of Δf = fp − fs , where p and s represent the index of the
channel at higher (pump) and lower (Stokes wave) frequencies,
respectively. This coefficient depends on several features of the
fiber and the propagating channel modes: the type and the concentration of dopants in the fiber core, the reciprocal polarization
state, and the mode overlap between the pump and the Stokes
wave and the absolute frequency of the pump. For a specific
fiber, it is possible to measure the Raman gain coefficient profile
using a reference pump at a frequency fref [30]. The resulting
curve can be expressed in terms of optical power as:

g0 (Δf, fref ) =

γR (Δf, fref )
,
Aef f (Δf, fref )

(7)

where γR is the Raman gain coefficient in terms of mode intensity (expressed in m / W ) and Aef f (Δf, fref ) is the effective
area considering the overlap between the pump and the Stokes
wave. The effective area can be estimated by taking the average
of the effective areas at the single pump and Stokes wave frequencies, assuming a Gaussian mode intensity distribution [31].

Fig. 5.
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Experimental Raman gain coefficient curve for fused silica.

In order to comprehensively simulate optical fiber propagation and include SRS effects, the complete Raman gain coefficient can be modelled by means of the following expression:
ps
g0 (Δf, fref )
gR (Δf, fp ) = kpol

fp Aef f (Δf, fref )
, (8)
fref Aef f (Δf, fp )

ps
where kpol
takes into account the reciprocal polarization state
between the pump and the Stokes wave, and the ratios between
the frequencies and effective areas account for the scaling of the
pump and effective area. Focusing on germanosilicate fibers,
in particular on SSMF, the germanium concentration within
the core fiber is extremely low, producing a refractive index
difference of a fraction of a percentage point. In this work, we use
an experimental Raman gain coefficient curve that corresponds
to that of the fused silica reported in Fig. 5, characterized by the
double peak at approximately 13 THz. In the simulation model,
we assume that all propagating channels within the WDM comb
are depolarized, introducing a unitary polarization coefficient
kpol . Furthermore, since no Raman amplification is present
within the considered use case, we neglect the scaling of the
pump reference frequency and the effective area.

E. Amplification Parameters
As briefly described in Section II and shown in Fig. 1, in
a multi-band scenario each set of channels within a spectral
band is amplified by a distinct device. In this work, we have
utilized two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) for C- and
L-bands, respectively. Instead, S1 -band amplification is performed by thulium-doped fiber amplifiers (TDFAs) [32]. The
usage of different amplifiers for each set of channels comes from
the fact that EDFAs, despite being a more mature technology
than TDFAs, do not perform well for spectral regions outside
of the C- and L-bands. Moreover, output power limitations
of current amplifiers do not permit usage of an unlimited number
of channels, which requires the L- and C-bands being amplified
by distinct EDFAs, with two TDFAs also predicted to be required
for full S-band amplification. Another possibility is the usage of
Raman amplification applied to multi-band transmission, which
can provide an ultra-wide gain profile [33] and the potential to
also control the mean gain and tilt [34]. The usage of Raman
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investigation, we focus on a periodic OLS, as the disaggregation paradigm allows a straightforward generalization of this
scenario. Consequently, we obtain the right-hand side expres(s)
(s)
sions in both (9) and (10), defining Pλ = Pλ , PASE;λ = PASE;λ ,
(s)

Fig. 6. The noise figures, NF, of the model EDFAs (C- and L-bands) and
TDFA (S1 -band) used within this work as a function of frequency, along with
the spectral regions representing the C-, L- and S1 -bands, and the 0.5 THz guard
bands between them.

amplification is out of the scope of this work and we carry our
analyses using only EDFA/TDFA amplification.
The two amplifier parameters used to properly model an OLS
performance are the gain and NF, which determines the ASE
noise and the signal propagation. The target gain, or output
power, is determined by the OLC for all amplifiers within an
OLS. Usually, the gain profile has fluctuations/ripples [35] that
should be considered in the model. In this work, we assume
an ideal amplifier which can recover the optimal launch power
profile. In general, the NF varies with the amplifier gain values,
and this phenomenon can be incorporated to the input power
optimization procedure described in Sec II. Nevertheless, in this
work, we consider the frequency-dependent NF profiles shown
in Fig. 6 for each spectral band, which have been measured on
commercial amplifier at a fixed gain level.
IV. SCALABLE AND DISAGGREGATED APPROXIMATE MODEL
Bearing in mind the disaggregated network framework, without any loss of generality, we focus our investigation on a
multi-band C+L+S1 transmission scenario for a given OLS. (1)
can be further disaggregated on a span-by-span basis, where both
the OSNRλ,n and SNRN L;λ,n of the n-th OLS can be expressed
as follows:
OSNRλ,n =

N
−1
(s)
s

PASE;λ
s=1

SNRNL;λ,n ≤

(s)
Pλ

N
−1
(s)
s

PNLI,λ
(s)
s=1 Pλ

=

1 Pλ
,
Ns PASE;λ

(9)

=

1 Pλ
,
Ns PNLI;λ

(10)

(s)

(s)

where Ns is the OLS number of fiber spans, Pλ , PASE;λ and
(s)

PNLI;λ are, respectively, the signal, ASE noise and NLI noise
powers at the s-th span termination (in this work, each span is
defined as a fiber followed by an EDFA) for a given λ. In this

PNLI;λ = PNLI;λ ∀s ∈ [1, Ns ]. (9) is verified with a high level of
accuracy for a wide set of realistic optical systems, whereas the
equality in (10) is verified only when there is no correlation
between the NLI noise generated in each distinct fiber span. The
latter condition is not fulfilled in a real transmission scenario
and, as shown in [36], [37], this is due to the single-channel
(SC) component of the NLI noise that accumulates coherently
span-by-span. In general, (10) provides a non conservative
estimation of the accumulated NLI noise, which can lead to
a reduction of the expected margin or, in the worst case, an
out of service scenario. As proposed in [38], this effect can be
managed effectively by separating the NLI noise generated in
each fiber span into its SC, PSC;λ , and cross-channel (XC), PXC;λ ,
contributions and including an asymptotic coefficient, C∞ , that
takes into account the coherent SC accumulation. As observed
in [36], [37], the four-wave-mixing (FWM) contribution to the
NLI noise can be neglected without any significant loss in model
accuracy for standard optical system transmissions. Even if the
number of FWM contributions increase exponentially with the
number of interfering channels, the overall FWM contribution to
the NLI noise can be neglected also in a multi-band transmission
scenario, as the entire inter-band NLI effect is negligible as
shown in [19] for a C+L transmission scenario, roughly 10 THz
of spectrum bandwidth. By means of the asymptotic overestimation, a conservative estimation of the NLI noise power, PNLI;λ ,
can be substituted in (10) obtaining the following expression:
SNRNL;λ,n >

Pλ
1
.
Ns [(1 + C∞ )PSC;λ + PXC;λ ]

(11)

Given this span-by-span disaggregation, the analysis of the
signal degradations introduced by each OLS can be reduced
to the investigation of the single span effects.
When the EDFA parameters are known and the spectral load
is constant, the single span ASE noise can be calculated with the
following formula:
PASE,λ = hfλ NF(fλ )(G(fλ ) − 1)Rsλ ,

(12)

where fλ is the central frequency of the channel corresponding to
λ, NF(fλ ) and G(fλ ) are the NF and gain evaluated at the channel
central frequency, respectively, and Rsλ is the channel symbol rate. When EDFA parameters are unknown or inaccurate,
and/or the spectral load is not constant, additional information
is required in order to properly model and simulate the ASE
noise power profile. In these scenarios, telemetry and monitoring
data can be used to overcome the lack of information, e.g. with
machine learning frameworks [26], [39], or with a model based
characterization as in [27].
Regarding the NLI noise, a significant level of complexity remains in modeling and simulation, even when the fiber
physical parameters described in Section III are accurately
known. Valuable models have been proposed in order to estimate the NLI noise generation including the SRS [8]–[10].
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These models have been accurately validated in different scenarios, both with simulations and experiments. Nevertheless,
a satisfactory level of accuracy is not guaranteed, and likely
compromised in a wideband scenario. The objective of this
analysis is to obtain a wideband extended model that includes the
frequency-dependent variations of all physical layer parameters
described in Section III, that also maximally enables spectral disaggregation (a fully disaggregated model is prevented
by the nonlinear nature of the investigated phenomena). As
described in Section II, the disaggregated approach enables
the most dynamic, flexible and efficient system optimization
and operation. Moreover, as per the span-by-span accumulation, spectral disaggregation allows the distinct, simultaneous effects that contribute to the NLI noise generation to be
separated.
Consequently, we wish to define a spectrally disaggregated
version of the GGN NLI power spectral density, as expressed
in (2) in [10]. We choose this model as the solution of the
SRS equations is not approximated, which enables further investigations into larger bandwidths. Additionally, a spectrally
separated implementation of the GGN is already present in
GNPy, and has been validated in several experimental test-beds,
both in laboratories and brown-field infrastructures [18], [40],
[41]. However, this spectrally separated GGN implementation
is not explicitly disaggregated and does not take into account the
frequency-dependent variations of the fiber physical parameters.
In order to obtain a disaggregated model where all frequencydependent variations are properly considered, we first analyze
the dual-polarization Manakov equation [42]:
 t) =
∂z A(z,

 t)
−α̂(z) + ιβ̂ A(z,
8
 t) · A
 ∗ (z, t) A(z,
 t) ,
− ι γ̂ A(z,
9
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vary significantly when enlarging the investigated bandwidth
up to 4 THz. In this analysis we assume that the solutions
of the Manakov equation and the DP-CNLSE are not significantly different when the C+L+S1 -band transmission scenario
is considered, as their differences do not depend on the overall
bandwidth.
The formal solution of (13) is a combination of a linear, L(z),
and a nonlinear, N (z), operators applied to the modal amplitude
 = 0, t) = A(t):

at the fiber input, A(z
 t) = L(z)N (z)A(t)
 ,
A(z,

(14)

given the following properties:
∂z L(z)L−1 (z) = −α̂(z) + ιβ̂

,

(15)

8
 t) · A
 ∗ (z, t) . (16)
L(z)∂z N (z)N −1 (z)L−1 (z) = −ι γ̂ A(z,
9
In standard fiber-optic transmission the nonlinear term in (13)
can be considered as a perturbation source of the NLI noise,
 (z, t), of the linear propagation of the signal, A
 L (z, t) =
N

L(z)A(t):
 t) ≈ A
 L (z, t) + L(z)N
 (z, t) ,
A(z,

(17)

 (z, t) includes the perturbative expansion of N (z)
where N
up to a certain γ order, and (17) is an identity only when all
 (z, t). In optical
perturbation orders are summed to obtain N
communications scenarios, an accurate estimation of the NLI
can be obtained by considering the first order perturbation in γ
of N (z), and the noise field can be calculated as the solution of
the following differential equation:

(13)

 (z, t) = −ι 8 γ̂ A
 L (z, t) · A
 ∗L (z, t) A
 L (z, t) . (18)
L(z)∂z N
9

 t) is the dual-polarization modal amplitude at the
where A(z,
position z at the time t; α̂(z), β̂ and γ̂ are the gain/loss,
dispersion and nonlinear coefficient operators, respectively; ι
represents the imaginary unit, and the operator · is the standard
product in the bi-dimensional polarization space. In particular,
the gain/loss, dispersion and nonlinear coefficient are defined as
operators in the time domain, as they are frequency-dependent.
Furthermore, the gain/loss coefficient operator encompasses the
power variation along the position induced by both the fiber loss
and the SRS.
The Manakov equation significantly simplifies NLI estimation by neglecting the polarization mode dispersion (PMD)
introduced by the fiber propagation. A more general approach
can be obtained considering the dual-polarization coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equation (DP-CNLSE) [42], which takes into
account the stochastic birefringence realization inducing the
PMD. Nevertheless, in this study we focus on a solution in a
disaggregated network framework, where the signal transmitted
through a specific OLS can be considered as fully Gaussian
and depolarized, for each span. Under these conditions, it has
been shown that the effect of PMD on the NLI generation
is negligible [43], and that the small differences between the
solutions of the Manakov equation and the DP-CNLSE do not

More precisely, L(z) is not a linear operator in general as α̃(z)
 t) power due to the SRS. Nevertheless,
depends on the A(z,
when the perturbative approach is considered, the SRS effect can
be solved separately and L(z) can be treated as a linear operator.
 t) is the superposition of Nch uncorrelated
In general, A(z,
signals and can be written as follows:
 t) =
A(z,

Nch

i=1

 λ (z, t) =
A
i

Nch


∞

i=1

−∞

 λ (z, f )eι2πf t , (19)
df A
i

 λ (z, fi ) is the Fourier transformation of A
 λ (z, t). In
where A
i
i
the frequency domain, the L(z) is diagonal and has the following
solution for the ith channel:

Pλ

ρλ (z) e−ιβ(f )z ϕ
 λ (f ) ,
(20)
AL,λ (z, f ) =
2Rsλ
where Pλ is the total channel power over the two polarization
states, Rsλ is the channel symbol rate, ρi (z) is the channel power
gain/loss profile along z, and ϕ
 i (fi ) is the channel transmitted
 i (f ), in the frequency domain, normalized with respect
signal, A
to both the average channel power for each polarization and the
channel symbol rate. In particular, ρλ (z) can be found for each
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channel by solving the coupled SRS equations [31]:

With a few steps of algebra, as in [10], the solution of (18) can
be evaluated in (22) and, separating the PSC,λ and PXC,λ terms,
we obtain:

dPλi (z)
= − 2α̂(z)Pλi (z)
dz

PSC,λ = ηλ,λ Pλ3 = γλ2 WSC Iλλ (Ls )

= − αλi Pλi (z)
 f λj


gR fλi − fλj  Pλi (z)Pλj (z)
f λi

−

fλj <fλi

+





gR fλi − fλj  Pλi (z)Pλj (z) ,

(21)

fj >fi

where Pλi (z) = Pλi ρλi (z); αλi and gR (|fλi − fλj |) are obtained from (2) and (7), respectively, assuming these values
are constant within the channel bandwidth. This set of coupled
equations can be solved numerically by evaluating the power
profile for all channels incrementally by position [44]. This
procedure provides an accurate result if the position increments
are small enough, and has been used within this work and
implemented in GNPy.
In general, we can define the metric PNLI;λ used in (10) as the
noise variance evaluated when a specific channel, λ, is received.
In further detail, in order to estimate PNLI;λ , we suppose that the
channel signals are received after propagation through the fiber
span with an ideal transceiver that applies the matched filter for
the λ channel, compensates for all accumulated dispersion and
PMD, and equalizes the channel signal by compensating for the
entire fiber gain/loss profile. By means of these transformations,
 λ (f ), where Ls is the
the channel signal reduces to ϕ
 λ (fλ ) + N


span length and Nλ (f ) = Nλ (z = Ls , f ) is the solution of (18)
in the frequency domain. At this point, the ideal receiver can
sample the signal and the PNLI;λ can be defined as the variance
 λ (f ) power over all symbol sequences in the realization
of the N
space:
∞

PNLI;λ =
 =
Cov N

df

−∞



∞

 ,
df Cov N

−∞

 


 λ (f ) − N
 λ∗ (f ) · N
 λ (f ) , (22)
 λ∗ (f )· N
N

where · · · represents the expectation value operator over the
considered ensemble. As each normalized transmitted channel
signal, ϕ
 λ (f ), can be considered as Gaussian distributed (in
the symbol sequence realization space), with a unitary power
on each polarization, and statistically independent with respect
to other channels, the expectation value operator verifies the
following property:

N
N


 ∗

∗
ϕ
 λi (fi ) · ϕ
ϕ
 λi (fi ) · ϕ
 λj (fj ) =
 λj (fj )
i,j

p∈P i,j

=

N


2δλλji δ(fi − fj ),

(23)

p∈P i,j

where P is the space of all i, j permutations that results in a
nonzero expectation value,δλλji and δ(fi − fj ) are the Kronecker
and Dirac deltas, respectively.

Pλ3
,
Rsλ 3

PXC,λ,κ = ηλ,κ Pλ Pκ2 = γλ2 WXC Iκλ (Ls )

(24)


2
Pλ Pκ
,
Rsλ Rsκ

(25)

where λ and κ represent the CUT and the interfering channel,
respectively. Additionally:
 2
8
6
16
,
= (1 + C∞ )
WSC = (1 + C∞ )
3
9
2
27
16
,
27
are the SC and XC weights coming from the statistics and the
polarization, whereas
WXC = 2

Iκλ (Ls ) =

∞

∞

df

∞

df

−∞

−∞

df Iκ (f )Iκ (f − f )

−∞

2

· Iλ (f − f )Iλ (f ) |Ψκ (Ls ; f, f, f )| ,
where:
Iλ (x) =



1 if x ∈ Iλ ≡ fλ −

R sλ
2

, fλ +

R sλ
2

(26)

,

0 otherwise
Ls

Ψκ (Ls ; f, f, f ) =

0

dz ρ2κ (z )eι2π

2

λ
Δβκ
(f, f, f )z

,

Δβκλ (f, f, f ) = β(f ) − β(f − f ) + β(f − f ) − β(f )
≈

(2π)2
f (f − f ) [β2 (f ) + β2 (f )] .
2

(27)

In general, further analytical simplifications of (26) may be
possible, but (27) cannot be analytically integrated, as ρ2κ (z) is
evaluated numerically and its exact value depends on the signal
launch power. As we have obtained a disaggregated version of
the GGN that allows a more accurate depiction of the multi-band
scenario (as presented in [10]), we focus on finding a numerical
approximation to (26) that allows a fast and accurate simulation
of the investigated C+L+S1 transmission scenario.
The GGN implementation in GNPy evaluates (26) by numerical integration with a less precise expression of the frequencydependent fiber parameters. This solution is time consuming,
does not scale properly with the number of the interfering
channels, and it is prone to numerical errors due to artificial resonances, especially when the interference channel is
spectrally distant from the CUT. In this work, we derive a
numerical solution to (26) through an approximation: first we
divide the fiber length in N uniform steps, {z0 = 0, . . ., zm =
mΔz, . . ., zN = Ls }, such that within each step ρ2κ,m (z) =
ρ2κ,m (zm )e−α̃m (z−zm ) . By means of this decomposition, (27)
can be solved incrementally by applying an analogous methodology to the one reported in [45], providing the following
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Fig. 7. Scheme of the split-step Fourier method. The linear, L, and non-linear,
N , operators are applied separately in each dz step.

approximate solution on the m-th step:
Ψκ (zm ; f, f, f ) ≈

Lef f (zm )
λ

f,
1 − ι Δβκ (f,
α̃m

f)

.

(28)
Fig. 8.
loss.

where the effective length on each step, Lef f (zm ) is defined as
Lef f (zm ) = [ρ2κ,m (zm ) − ρ2κ,m (zm+1 )]/α̃m . Finally, by substituting this approximated solution into (26) we obtain:

 |α̃m α̃n |Lef f (zm )Lef f (zn )Rs Rs
λ
λ

 κ . (29)
Iκ (Ls ) ≈
 (β2 (fκ )+β2 (fλ ))

4π
(f
−
f
)

m,n
κ
λ 
2
(29) is based on an approximation that is verified and has been
validated in this work for all the XC terms and all the CUTs. In
order to extend the approximation to the SC term, κ = λ, further
analysis are required and in this study we use an SC estimator
equivalent to the GGN implementation.
This solution enables accurate and fast NLI computation,
and scales properly with the number of CUTs and interfering
channels, providing a result for the investigated wideband transmission scenario in a computational time adequate for streaming
operations.

where the linear operator L can be effieicntly applied in the
frequency domain by means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm.
Moreover, the step lengths can be optimized in order to find a
trade-off between simulation accuracy and computational cost,
as shorter steps implies more accuracy, but also more Fourier
transform evaluations, which are the most computationally expensive steps in the SSFM algorithm. In this work, we adopt
the FWM-CLE step length optimization algorithm [47], which
ensures that the simulation error remains constant as the simulation bandwidth is enlarged (we have set the accuracy parameter
ΦFWM to 0.01 rad for single channel simulations and to 1 rad
otherwise).
Starting from z0 = 0, for each step the SSFM algorithm first
applies the nonlinear operator in the time domain, expressed as
follows:
 m ,t)|
 N (zm + dzm , t) = F −1 [A(z
 m , f )] · e−ι 89 γ̂ |A(z
A

V. SPLIT-STEP FOURIER METHOD SIMULATIONS
To validate the proposed methodology we have performed
an SSFM simulation campaign using an internal simulation
software environment, developed starting from [46]. The considered SSFM framework supports the simulation of a wideband
transmission system using a simple description of the simulated
spectrum, OLS, and receiver, by means of JSON files with
syntax compliant with the GNPy library. The SSFM provides
a numerical solution to (13), simulating the propagation of a
WDM signal time series through successive position steps, dz.
The WDM signal at the fiber termination can be calculated
by dividing the fiber length into consecutive segments, zm ,
separated by a variable step, dzm , as depicted in Fig. 7. If the step
lengths are sufficiently small, the linear and nonlinear operator in
(30) can be applied separately, with negligible inaccuracy [23],
[47], obtaining the following the operator notation:
 m , t) ,
 m + dzm , t) ≈ eLdzm eN dzm A(z
A(z

Gain-Loss profile depending on SRS and frequency-dependent fiber

(30)

2

dzm

.

where F stands for the Fourier transform applied using the FFT.
 N (zm + dzm , t), obtaining
The linear step is then applied to A
the following evaluation of the WDM signal at the end of the
m-th fiber step, in the frequency domain:
 m + dzm , f ) = F[A
 N (zm + dzm , t)]
A(z
· e−ιβ(f )dzm

ρ (zm + dzm , f )
,
ρ (zm , f )

where the exponential accounts for the dispersion accumulated
along the length dzm ; the dispersion coefficient values for each
frequency, β(f ), are interpolated along the simulated signal
bandwidth using the measured curves of Fig. 3, and ρ(z, f ) is
obtained by interpolating the solution of (21) for every considered frequency and position, as shown in Fig. 8. In particular,
the solution of (21) has been evaluated with a fast SRS solver
implementation available in GNPy considering the launch power
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Fig. 9. Launch power profile with average of −1.72, −2.07 and 0.84 dBm and
tilts of 0.75, 0.50 and 0.0 dB/THz for L-, C- and S1 -bands, respectively.

profile shown in Fig. 9. This launch power profile has been obtained optimizing the GSNR average and flatness, as described
in Section II.
A. SSFM Simulation Campaign
In this work, a C+L+S1 400 G transmission scenario over
a periodic 10-span OLS has been investigated. Each band is
populated with 64 square root-raised cosine shaped channels
with roll-off values of 0.15 at Rs = 64 GBaud in a 75 GHz fixed
grid, for a total of 192 channels. We utilize a modulation format of polarization multiplexed (PM)-16- quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) for all the CUTs, delivering 400 Gbps per
channel, according to the 400G−ZR+ standard. A guard-band
of 500 GHz has been placed between the bands in order to
avoid band-splitting filter penalties, which is required to perform
separate amplification, as depicted in the simulation setup of
Fig. 10. The channel central frequencies range between 186.0
and 201.3 THz, respectively, for a total spectral occupancy of
15.3 THz. The channel launch power profile has been optimized
using a exhaustive search algorithm [4], as explained in Section II.
Concerning the OLS, we consider 10 amplified fiber spans
composed of ITU-T G.652D standard single mode fiber (SSMF).
All fiber spans are 75 km long and are characterized by the
frequency-dependent physical layer parameters described in
Section III. In order to isolate the nonlinear term of (1), the
WDM signal is propagated assuming noiseless amplifiers during the SSFM simulation. At the OLS termination, the WDM
signal enters the DSP-based coherent receiver. We assume an
ideal analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and as such filter out
the four quadratures/polarization components of each CUT by
re-sampling the WDM signal at 2 samples per symbol. We
then apply ideal dispersion compensation, exactly recovering
the amount of dispersion accumulated by each CUT. The signal
is then fed to the adaptive equalizer stage, which converges to
the matched filter. The equalizer stage is based on a least mean
square (LMS) algorithm with 42 taps and an adaptation coefficient of 10−4 . This large tap size is set to maximize equalizer
performance and to allow detection of even small amounts of
nonlinear noise in the very first span of the OLS.
Next, a carrier phase estimation (CPE) block recovers the nonlinear phase noise, neglecting transmitter laser phase noise. The
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phase recovery algorithm uses the knowledge of the transmitted
symbols to recover the carrier phase by dynamically setting
the CPE memory. The optimal memory value maximizes the
circularity of the noise clouds around the transmitted symbol
scattering diagram. It should be noted that the optimal CPE
memory, obtained by considering only the NLI noise, may not
coincide with the optimum of a real systems, where the presence
of ASE noise, which is the dominant impairment, produces a
further trade off. However, the CPE optimization is outside the
scope of this work and the chosen optimal CPE memory ensures
the most accurate simulation of the NLI noise introduced by the
fiber propagation.
The signal-to-noise ratio is then calculated upon the decision signal at 1 sample per symbol after the CPE stage. As
we consider noiseless amplifiers, the estimated signal-to-noise
ratio coincides with the SNRNL;λ . Moreover, assuming an ideal
receiver, the transmitted symbol series can be subtracted from
the decision signal and PNLI;λ can be evaluated as the variance
of the residual signal.
B. Disaggregated SSFM Using Single-Channel and
Pump-and-Probe Configurations
Simulating the reference full spectral load scenario is practically unfeasible due to the enormous computational costs
associated to the simulation of a WDM signal that occupies
≥ 15 THz. Furthermore, this approach would not allow the
investigation of NLI generation in a spectrally disaggregated
fashion. Therefore, for each band we have selected 7 equally
spaced CUTs and carried out two sets of simulations in order
to isolate the NLI contributors (the SC and XC) for each, as
outlined in Fig. 10:
r Single-Channel Configuration: we simulate the propagation of solely the CUT, λ, with the estimation after the DSP
consequently accounting only for the SC NLI component.
r Pump-and-Probe Configuration: we simulate the propagation of the CUT (the probe), λ, and a single interfering
channel (the pump), κ, with an incremental frequency
distance, Δf , from the probe. In this case, the estimation
after the DSP accounts only for the XC NLI component; the
SC NLI component is kept negligible by setting the probe
power to a sufficiently low value (−20 dBm; the obtained
result is then re-scaled to the required CUT power).
For practical reasons, we simulate a subset of pump and probe
scenarios, outlined in the bottom of Fig. 10; for each CUT,
all pumps up to Δf = ±500 GHz have been evaluated, along
with four pumps located at Δf = ±1 THz and Δf = ±2 THz.
The CUTs are kept as PM-16-QAM modulated, whereas the
pumps are modulated using a Gaussian distributed symbol sequence, which provides an upper bound to the NLI intensity
generation [48]. Additionally, channels propagating through an
OLS can be considered as Gaussian distributed if a sufficient
amount of dispersion has been accumulated [45], [49]. The
entire set of single-channel and pump-and-probe simulations is
performed using the fiber gain/loss profile of the overall C+L+S1
transmission scenario, including the Raman effect, shown in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. A representation of the pump and probe campaign, simulated for each CUT. All pump and probe combinations within a 1 THz region encompassing the
CUT, including a self-channel configuration, are propagated through the given line description and passed to the coherent DSP stage, along with additional pumps
that lie 1 and 2 THz away from the CUT.

VI. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
We now present and compare the results of 10-span 400 G
transmission through a C+L+S 1 OLS using the SSFM, GGNbased GNPy implementation, and the disaggregated approximate model proposed in this work. We first consider the separate
(n)
contributions to the total PNLI;λ at the n th span. As we consider
(n)

a periodic OLS, PNLI;λ can be normalized with respect to the
launch power, obtaining:
(n)
ηλ,κ

(n)

PNLI;λ
=
,
Pλ Pκ2

(31)

which represents the NLI efficiency when a single fiber span
is considered, providing a direct metric for the frequencydependent fiber parameter effects, and the separate NLI contributions of each interfering channel, κ.
(n)
In Fig. 11, we show ηλ,κ evaluated at the OLS termination
for the C-, L-, and S1 -band central channels, respectively. For
all investigated CUTs, the GGN and proposed approximation
provide a conservative estimation with respect to the interfering channel contribution given by the SSFM implementation.
Furthermore, close to the CUT the SC and XC contributions of
interfering channels are highly accurate for both methodologies,
with inaccuracies increasing proportional to the frequency difference between the CUT and the interfering channel. In order
to quantify the accuracy of the simulations we have presented
in terms of overall QoT for each CUT, as a reference, we have
(n)
extrapolated ηλ,κ for all pump and probe configurations that
have not been simulated using the SSFM, for each CUT; these
extrapolations are shown with dashed lines in Fig. 11, and have
been obtained applying the interpolation function defined in
SciPy, a well-known open-source Python library, to the available
(n)
ηλ,κ simulations expressed in linear units. The SNRNL can now
be evaluated by summing all distinct NLI contributions. The
SNRNL comparisons between the extrapolated SSFM results,
used as a reference in this analysis, the GGN-based GNPy

implementation and the proposed approximation are shown in
Fig. 12(a) for all the CUTs. The GGN-based GNPy implementation and the proposed approximation provide an SNRNL
prediction with average errors of 1.3 and 1.2 dB, respectively,
and an equal maximum error of 1.7 dB. These inaccuracies are
reduced by combining the simulated SNRNL values with the
evaluated OSNR, as shown in Fig. 12(b), to find the GSNR
for all implementations, shown in Fig. 12(c). With this QoT
metric the two methodologies provide estimations with average
errors of 0.3 and 0.2 dB, and maximum errors of 0.5 and 0.3,
respectively. Considering these error margins, we remark that the
proposed approximation provides a conservative, satisfactorily
accurate and computationally fast result for all channels under
test, and may reasonably be extended to larger bandwidths, given
sufficient hardware and physical layer information.
In order to provide a reference value for the GSNR metrics, the
results in Fig. 12(c) can be compared with the required minimum
SNR threshold expressed in the OpenROADM 400 G 16-QAM
transceiver specifications included in the GNPy equipment library. Such a device required a minimum SNR of 24 dB that
is equivalent to a GSNR of 17 dB evaluated over the channel
symbol rate, as the GSNR results presented in this work. Considering this threshold, both the GNPy GGN implementation
and the proposed approximation provide an accurate prediction
of the lightpath feasibility considering the SSFM extrapolation
as the real scenario reference. In particular, both methodologies confirm the GSNR availability for the 400 G 16-QAM
transmission over both the C- and L-band, whereas they predict
that this transmission technology is unfeasible on the S1 -band,
as it can be observed in Fig. 12(c). As a matter of fact, this
analysis would be more complicated on a real scenario where
additional penalties and inaccuracies of parameter values can
affect the accuracy of the presented prediction. Nevertheless,
QoT estimators as the GNPy GGN implementation have shown
significant improvements in network planning, margin design
and lightpath computation, gathering the interest of vendors and
operators.
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Fig. 11. Normalized NLI contribution for distinct pump and probe configurations at the OLS termination.

Fig. 12. SNRNL , OSNR and GSNR comparison between the SSFM extrapolation, GGN-based GNPy implementation and the proposed approximation, for
all CUTs.

VII. CONCLUSION

QoT estimator, given the achieved accuracy for the system under
investigation and the limited computational complexity.

In this work we have outlined the necessary frequencydependent parameters which are required to accurately model
multi-band/wideband optical network transmission beyond the
C- and L-bands. We propose a scalable and disaggregated semianalytical solution of the Manakov equation. Using a SSFM implementation which includes the frequency-dependent physical
layer parameters, we validate the QoT predictions provided by
the semi-analytical solution in a C+L+S1 400 G transmission
scenario, along with a comparison with a GGN-based GNPy
implementation. We demonstrate that this solution represents a
valuable candidate for a multi-band/wideband optical network
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